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NEW QUESTION: 1
When an NP port becomes operational, the NP switch first logs
itself into the core switch by sending a
FLOGI request (using the port WWN of the NP port). What will
occur next?
A. The switch registers with the fabric name server.
B. The switch will register parameters using FDISC.
C. The NPV switch will perform a PLOGI using FDISC to register
with the fabric name server.
D. The switch will perform a PLOGI to the port login server.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
On one of your Oracle VM server you are experiencing
communication issue with all over the VMs on the same subnet.
As part of troubleshooting this issue, what command you will
use in dom0 of the Oracle VM server to identify only the
network bridges currently configured?
A. ifconfig -a -d bridges
B. esx -a
C. xen bridge display
D. prctl show
E. netstat list
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A case displays recent customer transaction. Different

operators often view the recent transactions for the same
customer repeatedly throughout the day. the operation to fetch
the transactions is resource-intensive, and the source data is
updated once an hour. select two options to configure a data
page to cache the customer transactions and minimize the
operator's wait time. (choose two)
A. configure the data page scope to node.
B. configure the refresh strategy to reload of older than 1
hour
C. configure the data page scope to thread.
D. configure the refresh strategy to reload once per
interaction.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 4
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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